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 Here you can watch full movie online Hindi, the best video quality! Director : John Frankenheimer Cast : Vase Raghuvaran
Anna Hazare Sharada Rupa Aruna Irani Manohar Singh Kader Khan Shankar Ramakrishna Vivek Lucky Amarnath Plot Set in
contemporary India, Dracula 2000 (2000) is a retelling of Bram Stoker's classic vampire novel Dracula. The film opens with a

glimpse of Dracula's past in India. He was born Count Vlad Tepes, a nobleman and the son of a general in the Austro-Hungarian
army. His family was killed by the Turks during the Ottoman Empire's conquest of Europe. Vlad Tepes swore vengeance on the

Turks, and upon the death of the Sultan, founded an empire stretching from the Balkans to India. The empire soon collapsed,
but Vlad Tepes became a vampire to fight for his cause. Seeking a way to turn his curse to his advantage, Vlad Tepes comes to

the newly independent India in the late 19th century to put himself up for a job as a professor at the University of Calcutta.
Having no job, Vlad Tepes instead becomes a coach of a cricket team with his friend the Maharaja of Ooty. In the spirit of

Stoker's novel, Bram Stoker, Dracula, 2000 is a retelling of the classic Dracula story set in contemporary India. Vase
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Raghuvaran plays the role of the vampire Dracula, an Indian nobleman (Vlad Tepes). Kader Khan plays his friend and co-
worker. A small role in the movie is played by Anna Hazare. The screenplay, by Alan Sharp, was reworked and rewritten by
Anthony Hickox, who also wrote the script for Bram Stoker, Dracula (1992). The lead role of the professor/newly arrived

European vampire is played by Vivek, who later co-starred in the 2007 horror film The Calling, and is better known for playing
the title character in the 1981 movie Uchitik, an Indian English-language film based on the Hans Christian Andersen fairy tale

about a boy who is pursued by the devil and turns into a fly. Soundtrack There is a popular Hindi song called "Ghanta Raat"
from the movie which is sung by Kumar Sanu and Shreya Ghoshal. 520fdb1ae7
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